INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS:
1.
2.
3.
4.

WARNING: Turn off main power to electrical outlet before installing safety device.
WARNING: Do not use with two prong ungrounded outlets.
Remove existing wall plate.
Determine type of outlet. Standard wall outlet has (one) screw hole (in the center) of
the safety device. Standard Light Switch and Decora/Modern light switch and wall outlet
has (two) screw holes (at top and bottom) of the safety device.
5. Place safety device cover over outlet. Ensure that the safety device is installed correctly
over the wall outlet and/or light switch and are flush with each other. Properly tighten
screw(s).

⚠ WARNING: RISK OF FIRE OR ELECTRIC SHOCK. If the child safety device falls
out of or fits very loosely in the wall outlet or light switch, the wall outlet or light switch may be
worn or broken. To reduce risk of fire, electric shock or injury caused by overheating, arcing or
exposure of live plug blades, do not place the safety device over the wall outlet or light switch
until it has been examined by a licensed electrician to determine whether the outlet or light switch
needs to be replaced.
⚠ WARNING: This child safety device is intended to make it more difficult for children to
gain access to electrical wall outlets and light switches. Like any other child deterrent product,
this child safety device is NOT a substitute for adult supervision. An unsupervised child may be
able to defeat this product. As with all electrical safety products, precautions should be observed
during use and handling to prevent electric shock. Discourage children from playing with
electrical equipment. ADULT INSTALLATION REQUIRED.
⚠ CAUTION: This product is only a deterrent. It is NOT a substitute for proper adult
supervision. DO NOT use this product if damaged or broken. These products are NOT toys.
DO NOT allow children to play with them. FOR INDOOR USE ONLY. Units are NOT
paintable. If not completely satisfied, we will replace this product free of charge.
⚠ IMPORTANT SAFETY INFORMATION: Your child will eventually be able to defeat
this child safety product. Discontinue use when your child becomes old enough to defeat it.
Check for security after installation. To keep this product effective for as long as possible, avoid
letting children see how you operate the safety device. Watching you disengage the safety
device's three locks (to open the cover) could enable them to learn sooner how to defeat it. For
best performance, ensure that your electrical wall outlet or light switch and child safety device are
installed correctly and are flush with each other.

